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Introduction
Biological processes are increasingly well known and defined in molecular and structural terms. Recent advances in highly performant techniques of electron microscopy, X-ray
crystallography, NMR spectroscopy, molecular dynamics simulations, FRET techniques and others, all contribute to adding new and important information that can advance our interpretation
of biology in action at the near atomic level. The state of knowledge is now mature to permit the visualization of many bio-molecules and their interactions in the cellular environment. Our
effort is aimed to integrate all available information about bio-molecules and deliver them as intuitive, animated, 3D scientific representation. We propose that a coherent output format of all
the methods used to store (and distribute) visual data obtained with the many techniques, would facilitate data managing.
Cellular environment
The wealth of information that the mentioned techniques provide,
offers the possibility to understand and model accurately the
cellular environment. Based on these scientific information we
recreated the cellular ambient in a 3D scene in Blender. Some of
the cellular landscapes and activities such as external membrane
population and the contractile ring are depicted below.

Tools
We have engaged in 3D scientific
visualization taking advantage of Blender1, a
free, open-source, complete package for 3D
modelling, animation and rendering used
mostly in entertainment field. On the workframe of Blender 2.5 we developed
BioBlender
(available
from
www.bioblender.eu), a package dedicated
to biological work2: elaboration of proteins'
motions3 with the simultaneous visualization
of chemico-physical properties4.

Initial file sequence: 2
conformations with max
RMSD
Import files into Blender
Calculate transition between
conformations (Game Engine)
Export intermediates
Compare (RMSD) intermediates
and other NMR models

Lipid raft. Membrane proteins (glycoproteins, a K
channel) embedded in the cellular membrane
(glycolipids) on and around lipid rafts
Surface properties visualization
Electrostatic potential and hydropathy are two
important features for the characterization of the
interaction of a molecule with the medium or with
another macromolecule. The main idea to deliver
visually these invisible properties is to exploit
perceptual associations between them and visual
characterization of real-world objects to which we
are normally used to, such as material features
like colour, light reflection (shiny or dull) or surface
micro-structure (roughness or smoothness).
Ideally, by using already established perceptual
association, the viewer will be able to understand
the provided information more naturally, without
the use of explicit legends.
We propose a new visual code for the
representation of EP and MLP. Using features
different from colour permits their simultaneous
delivery in photorealistic images.
The novel visual code that we introduce for MLP
visualization consists in a range of optical features
that
goes
from
smooth-shiny
surfaces
(hydrophobic areas) to rough-dull surfaces
(hydrophilic areas).
.pdb
(atom coord.file)
frame by frame

PyMOL7
(generate mesh)

pyMLP.py8
(calculate potential)
MLP.dx
(grid of MLP potential)

.wrl
(mesh file)
map MLP on mesh

.obj(V)

convert V to vertex colour
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NMR models with PMSD
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YES
NO
Final file sequence

Contractile ring. Non-muscle myosin II and actin filaments
form the contractile ring that constrict the cell during
cytokinesis.

EP is visualized as animated line particles that flow along the field
lines (from positive to negative) proportional to the total charge of
the protein.
Every day we use symbols to communicate concepts (from street
signs to various disciplines) and we all agree upon their
significance and importance in communication. In our case
symbols are computer graphics features such as materials,
textures, lights used to obtain a photorealistic rendering that gives
substance and consistency impression.
Calculation of Electrostatic and Molecular Lipophilic Potentials is
done on atomic basis using Poisson-Boltzmann equation and
Testa11 formula, respectively. Once calculated the values are
transferred to the surface in Blender to be elaborated with
Computer Graphics tools.

Add noise
Bump node

Specular

Proteins' motion
Most proteins exert their functions through
some extent of motion. Despite the
difficulties of obtaining direct data on
motion, several systems exist that can
shed some light on the variability of
conformations of a single peptide chain
(for example X-ray crystallography –
various
conformations in different
conditions, NMR spectroscopy and
molecular dynamics simulations).
To actually make this information directly
available it is necessary to present it in a
movie. For this reason, starting from an

a

b

NMR file we use the Game
Engine of Blender to transit
between
the
various
conformations respecting biophysical
and
bio-chemical
criteria and avoiding collisions
between atoms. In this way we
find new conformations of
proteins as transition forms
between a set of given
experimental
models.
Interpolated conformations are
exported as pseudo .pdb files
and analyzed using GROMOS5
force field in SwissPDBViewer6, and adjusted if
necessary.

c

d

Calmodulin representation in BioBlender
a atoms; b mesh; c MLP visualization as grey-levels (white is very
hydrophobic, black is very hydrophilic); d MLP visualization according to the
new code.

image texture

mesh

Add model(s)
to file sequence

BioBlender
interface
specifically designed for
biological visualization.

Render
.pdb
frame by frame
PDB2PQR9
(assign charge value to each atom)

pyMOL

.pqr

.wrl

APBS10
(calculate potential in 3D space)

MLP on mesh

.obj (V)

.in

SciVis
(calculate vector grid,
map EP on mesh,
select line origins,
calculate field lines)

EP.dx

field_lines.txt

mesh

Curves with particles
flowing from + to -

Render

MLP representation workflow (top);
EP representation workflow (bottom)

Protein-protein interaction visible mainly through EP in this
image representing Calmodulin approaching MLCK. While in
movies it is possible to exploit the motion of particles, in static
images the polarity is transmitted by the comet rendering of
particles lines that appear as moving towards the negative pole.
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Conclusions
The integration of all available knowledge about proteins' functions
with 3D animation tools leads to an intuitive representation which
results in a better understanding of biological activities. Using
computer graphics tools and available scientific information we model
the 3D cellular ambient.
Our system permits the fast morphing of proteins, elaborating
transition between conformations in a fast and reliable way, using
Blender Game Engine. Once obtained the sequence, we propose
protein visualization as an animated video in which the molecule is
shown as surface, rather than structure.
EP and MLP are shown simultaneously for each intermediate
conformation of moving proteins avoiding the use of colour, which
cannot be interpreted without a legend. Using real world tactile/sight
feelings, the nanoscale world of proteins becomes more
understandable, familiar to our everyday life, making it easier to
introduce “un-seen” phenomena (concepts) such as hydropathy or
charges, while leaving the utilization of colour space for the
description of other biochemical information.
We consider that this representation will allow better (or at least more
immediate and intuitive) understanding of the dynamical forces
governing intermolecular interactions and thus facilitate new insights
and discoveries.
The foreseeable availability of increasingly more data from various
microscope techniques will provide more occasions for showing
cellular biology in fascinating animated movies.

